step, a series of Near Term Liner Experiments (NTLX) was designed and fielded on the Shiva Star Pulsed Power Machine at AFRL. As part of ongoing hydrodynamic code validation efforts, a series of Near Term Liner Experiments (NTLX) was designed for the Shiva Star capacitor bank at the Air Force Research Laboratory (AFRL).
COMPUTATIONAL TOOLS
aluminum liner that is magnetically imploded onto a central target by self-induced radial Lore& forces drove the experiments.
The behavior of the target was simulated using the adaptive mesh refinement (AMR) Eulerian hydrodynamics code RAGE in 2-and 3-D. Onedimensional simulations of the liner driver utilizing the RAVEN MHD code were used to predict the liner density and temperature profiles as well as the velocity at impact time. At liner/target impact, a convergent shock is generated that drives subsequent hydrodynamics experiments.
In concentric targets, cylindrically symmetric shocks will converge on axis. This characterizes the symmetry of the liner driver. By shifting the target center away from the liner symmetry axis, material dependencies in the shock propagation velocity generate off-center shock convergence. Both codes show excellent agreement over the majority of the shock and interface trajectories. However, a small but significant discrepancy between codes does occur during the last few millimeters of run in when convergence effects are greatest. Comparisons with experimental data show similar shock velocities being measured. However, the simulated shock arrives at a given trajectory location nearly IO0 ns earlier than experimentally measured.
Experiment design and pre-shot calculations were performed using the adaptive mesh refinement (AMR) Eulerian hydrodynamics code RAGE [l] . RAGE lacks the electromagnetic effects describing pulsed power magnetic drives such as those produced at Shiva Star, so the one-dimensional Lagrangian code RAVEN (21, [3] was used to model MHD effects and to set the initial linerltarget interaction parameters.
The RAGE code is a one-, two-or three-dimensional, multi-material Eulerian hydro code utilizing adaptive mesh refining (AMR) and SESAME [4] RAVEN is a 1-D Langrangian MHD code utilizing artificial viscous stresses to renresent shocks and SESAME equation-of-state daw to model the liner driver and subsequent shock evolution through the NTLX target. The pulsed power drive for the NTLX experiments is represented through a self-consistent circuit model
I. INTRODUCTION
With the increased reliance on numerical simulation for problems in complex geometries, questions arise as to the accuracy of the results produced. Concerns of this nature emphasize the importance of validating that computer codes can successfully predict material behavior in relatively simple geometries let alone under more complex scenarios. The purpose of this effort was to design a pulsed power experiment to obtain high quality data of sufficient accuracy to characterize hydrodynamic phenomena in convergent geometries. As a preliminary employing a lumped RLC circuit. This circuit model allows for self-consistent calculations of coupling between the pulsed power system and the imploding liner driver. RAVEN includes a Steinberg-Guinan [5] strength model along with a tabular melt model for the aluminum liner driver. It also uses SESAME resistivity data to complete the circuit model and determine the liner state (density, temperature and velocity) at impact. These state parameters are then used as initial conditions for the multidiniensional RAGE hydro calculations of the target. 
EXPERIMENTAL ARRANGEMENT
The NTLX experimental series employed a previously characterized cylindrical aluminum liner driver that is magnetically imploded onto a central target. Following the onset of current flow, the self-induced radial Lorentz force accelerates the 1 mm thick aluminum liner to a radial velocity of 6.25 mmlps at a target radius of 2 cm. The convergent shock generated at linerltarget impact drives subsequent hydrodynamic experiments to characterize shock behavior in both symmetric and asymmetric geometries shown respectively in fig. l a and Ib.
The NTLX target was designed with two material layers 10 investigate hydrodynamic phenomena in convergent geometry. The outer target region consists of a So casing used to isolate hydrodynamic issues and shock convergence effects from the MHD drive used at Shiva Star.
For shock pressures greater than approximately 300 kbar. the outer Sn target melts. This removes complications due to material strength from comparisons of experimental data with simulations. Simulated linerltarget impacts in the NTLX series generated shock pressures greater than 1 Mbar, well above the shock pressure needed for the solidlliquid phase transition. The inner target consisted of a Lucite core to facilibate visualization of both the transmitted shock and the SnlLucite material interface.
Visualization of the shocklinterface behavior and timing of the linerltarget impact were accomplished by axial radiography and a series of B-dot probes respectively.
The B-dot probes measured highly symmetric liner impacts with symmetries, Arlr, between 97.5 and 99% at a radius of 2 cm. Radiographically, resolutions on the order of 0.09 mm were routinely obtained lor both the shock and interfdce locations. fig. 2 . Only during the last few millimeters where convergence effects dominate do the codes diverge significantly. Comparison of the simulated and radiographed data shows a generally good agreement, with the simulated shock slightly leading the radiographic data over the entire implosion.
Besides shock trajectory information, radiographic analysis of the SnlLucite interface produces data on material behavior under strong shock loading. The divergence between the simulated and radiographed interface at 3 ps occurs due to visualization limitations of the axial radiography. The edge of the converging shock weakens and slows due to disturbances near the edge of the liner impact region. The central portion of the converging shock is the strongest and thus reflects on axis first and interacts a second time with the SnILucite interface. Since the simulations focus on the target mid-plane, this causes the expansion of the simulated interface as seen in fig. 3 The radiography images the upper edge of the SnlLucite boundary and therefore does not see the reflected shock until much later in time. Comparisons between RACE and RAVEN show the greatest discrepancy near axis where convergence effects dominate.
boundaries for the asymmetric target overlaid on a static radiographic image of the pre-shot target. As with the symmetric target, the simulated shocks were found to consistently lead the measured shock location by approximately 100 ns. Timing discrepancies of this order are on the verge of what can be distinguished experimentally. Linerltarget collisions are not precisely uniform with a collision as measured by B-dot probes taking between 26 ns and 123 ns to complete. Interpretation of the B-dot signal itself relies on RAVEN simulations to characterize the delay between the actual impact and generation of a probe signal. Imprecision in determining the experimental impact time leads to relative timing discrepancies on a 100 ns time scale. The simulated shocks in fig. 4 are adjusted by 104 ns to correct for this relative timing discrepancy and compare shock geometries. With this slight adjustment in timing between simulation and experiment, excellent agreement is obtained in the shock shapes from radiographic frames 1 and 3 from NTLX-2. The discrepancy observed in the middle frame is believed to be due to experimental distortion since it is not observed in either the preceding or following frame. shock trajectories are compared in 2D after applying a relative timing correction of 104 ns to the simulated results.
V. CONCLUSIONS
With the increased interest in using numerical simulation as a predictive tool, it is necessary to ensure that there exists a sufficient level of confidence in general use codes. These codes must be capable of simulating relatively simple experiments as well as more complex geometries. The current efforts focused on the design and comparison of data from the NTLX experimental series with the RAVEN and RAGE codes at Los Alamos National Laboratory. Both codes produce equivalent results for the shock trajectory in a symmetric twomaterial target except in the near-axis region where convergence effects dominate. Simulations of the SdLucite interface produce identical results indicating that material strength effects are not significant for strong shock loading in Sn.
Detailed comparisons with experimental observations indicate that the simulations are predicting the correct shock velocity, but the calculated shock consistently arrives earlier at any given radial location. This points towards differences in the absolute timing on the order of 100 ns in the linerltarget impact that generates the converging shock. Computationally, the impact is a precisely defined occurrence. Experimentally, generation of the converging shock and timing of the impact is complicated by azimuthal variations in the impact timing and delays in generation of the B-dot data signaling impact. Precise timing comparisons of shock data between simulations and experiments will inherently be subject to relative timing differences on the 100 ns level.
This discrepancy may be reduced to the 10 ns level with precision liner implosions and better understanding of the B-dot signal generation.
